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The SALT Agreen1cnts. Of historic significance '"'ere the two
igrccments wh1ch9Jencral Secretary Brezhnev and I reached lin1itinf
strategic arms: a treaty limiting anti-ballistic n1issile systems, ~d an
interim agi:een1ent limiting certain strategic offensive \veapons. These
agreements are discussed in detail in the .Arms Control section of this
Report. Technical aspects of arn1s control were at the core of the negotiations, but the significance of the agreements transcends specific provisions
and goes to the heart of the postwar competition between us.
Some years ago, when the United States was strategically predominant,
an agreement freezing the strategic balance was unrealistic. It was
highly in1probable that the Soviet Union \vould resign itself to permanent
inferiority_ Indeed, after the 1962 ·cu ban missile crisis, the Soviet Union
·began a major expansion in its strategic weaponry. Had this e.xpansion
continued unabated through the 1970's, the United States would bave
had no choice but to launch a massive new strategic annament program.
The present moment thus offered a unique opportunity to strike a reason·
able balance in strategic capabilities and to break with the pattern of
unlimited competition.
Such an opportunity posed a ·fundamental question: could both sides
accept the risks of restraint explicit in arms limitations? In the defensive
field, new programs offered some element of protection but beckon~ a
new round of competition. Offensive systems were required to guarantee
security, but their steady accumulation created a momentum tOward
capabilities that threatened strategic equilibrium.
Each of us had the power singlehandedly to destroy most of mankind.
Paradoxically, this very fact, and the global interests of both sides, ere·
ated a certain common outlook, a kind of interdependence for survival.
Although \ve competed, our conflict did not admit of resolution by
victorv in the classical sense. \Ve seemed compelled to coexist. \Ve had
an inecapable joint obligation to build a structure for peace. Recog·
nition of this reality has been the kevstone of United States policv since

J

1969.
Obviously, no agreement cculd be reached involving \Yeapons that
guaranteed national survival If both sides did not believe their interests
·were served despite the risks. No decision of this magnitude could
have been taken unle.."S it was part of a broader commitment to place
relations on a new foundation of restraint cooperation, and steadily
evolvin,,. confidence. Even a,,.reement.~ of such overriding importance
cannot st:i..nd alone, vulnerable to the next crisis. Their tremendous
historical and political significance is guar:i.nteed. in p::i.rt. bv the fact that
/ thev are \\·oven into the fabric of an emenrin" new rd::i.tionship that
makes crises less likely.
There is re:ison to h_c;:pe th:u these accords repres.ent a n1ajor bre~
in the p;ittem of suspicion, hostilitY. and confrontauon th,1t h~ dom1r1.1ted l- .S.·So\·iet rel;itions for J. generation.
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Principles of U.S.-Sovict Relations. 1'hc fourth area of 1na_ior prog·
at the sun1n1it was the a£reen1cnt on t\~-elve Basic Principles signed
on 1Iav 29 1972. Th~ching step P.J.aced all our other efforts
on a broader foundation. A new relationship ·~·ould require new attitudes
and aspirations. It was appropriate that this cha"ng_e b~- reflected in a
formal statement. The.se principles codify goals that the United States
had long advocated, as I did for exatnple, in my address to the United
Nations in October 1970. The main provisions state that both sides will:
-do their utmost to avoid military confrontations and to pr~
the outbreak of nuclear war;
-always exercise restraint in their mutual relations and will be
prepared to negotiate and settle differences by peaceful means.
Discussions and negotiations on outstanding Issues will be conducted in a spirit of reciprocity, mutual a.ccommodation, and mu·
tual benefit.
-recognize that efforts to obtain unilateral advantage at the expense
of the other, directly or indirectly, are inconsistent with these
objectives;
-make no claim for themselves, and not recognize the claims of anyone else, to any special rights or advantages in world affairs.
These are specific obligations. They meet some of our fundamental
concerns of the postwar period. They are the elements that made it
pos.sible to summarize one general principle governing Soviet.American
relations:
"They will proceed from the common detenn.ination that in the
nqcJear ;ige there is no alternative to conducting their mutual
r~lations on the basis of peaceful coexistence. Differences in ideal·
ol!V and in the social svstems of the United States and the Soviet
Union are not obstacles to the bilateral development of normal
relations based on the principles of sovereirntv. equalitv non·inter·
ference in internal affairs, and mutual advantage."
"\Vhat \\·e have agreed upon is f!Ot a vain attempt to bridge ideological differences, or a condominiun1 of the t\vo strongest pov.·ers, or
;t Ji\"ision of sphere.s of influence. \I/hat \Ve ha\"e agreed upon are prinriple.~ that ackno,\·ledge di.fferences, but express a code of conduct which,
if observed, can only contribute to world peace and to an international
,1:-tcm b:i.sed on mun1al respect and self.restraint.
These principles are :i.. cruide for future action, not a commentary
on the px;.t. In themseh·es, they will have no meaning if they are not
res.~

reflected in action. The leaders of the So\"iet Cnion are serious men.
Their willingne~ to con1mit therr.sdves to certain principles for the
future must be t;:iken as a solernn oblig-ation. For our part ,~-e are prepared to adhere to these principle:=:. and hope that the Soviet k:i.ders ha\·e
the same serious intention.
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